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The institution collected the feedback on curriculum accepts and courses from Students, 

Alumni, Teachers and Employers. After analysis of feedback received from stakeholders, the 

committee forwarded analysis report to the 1QAC for taking necessary actions. 1QAC took the 

following required actions based on the analysis and suggestions. The principal reported ATR to 

College Development Conmmittee. After discussion in the meting., the ATR of Feedback was 

unanimously approved by the CDC. 

Suggestions from Stakeholders Action Taken by the Institute 

To strengthen Police pre-recruitment The suggestion was discussed in the 1QAC 
training facilities meeting and it was decided that the Pravara Police 

Academy facility should also make available for 

students on Sunday. 

Increase the copies of textbooks and The suggestions were discussed in the 1QAC 
reference books as per new CBCS 
pattern based syllabus in Library 

meeting and 1QAC suggested to the Librarian to 

make budget provision to purchase the books as 

per new syllabus (w.e.f.2020-21). 

Employers suggested to start the It was decided to start new Certificate course from 

Employability 
Courses 

Alumni are interested to interact with The Suggestion was discussed in the 1QAC 
the present students to share their 

thoughts. 

and skill based next academic year related with suggestion. 

meeting and it was decided that Alumni 

association should organize an interactive session 

of alumni with students. 

To strengthen ICT based teaching The suggestion given by the students was 
learning facilities and make the 
provision of e-content 

approved by the 1QAC and reported it to ICT 

committee for implementation. 

Conclusion 
Thus, the feedback given by the Students, Alumni, Teachers and Employers were analyzed 

and suitable action was taken so as to satisfy the expectations of stakeholders. 
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